CHAPTER-7
PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL SYSTEM
Political system in any country is the foundation of life and bread for every citizen. As such
high bound growth levels are achievable only if the political system is truly adapted to the needs in
the people. A stable political system provides recourse to higher bounds in life where higher prospects
are achievable. To be part of the problems in the public political system should be adapted to the basic
requirements in life or certain principles are authorized to be followed as basic requirements to be
able to rule the people at large. These basic fundamentals should be the governing principles of the
whole political system such that foundation of a strong nation can be laid down.
The first principle to be followed is that not all of the citizens can be leaders. There should be
one leader and rest should follow his voice. Thus only those persons can be leaders who have fought
the cause of the masses for their betterment. Persons who are whole heatedly devoted to the social
short comings in the masses and have led the fight of the public cause over a long duration of time are
persons right to become leaders of the political system.
Political system is absolutely meant for the downtrodden people. These people have no
recourse to proper life and thus need political advantage to be able to transform their life towards
betterment. Leader should be highly devoted to the causes in the poorer sections of the society thus
should be hard working to be able to bring about transformation in the life of the suffering people.
These persons should have their working in such a fashion that poor people are able to ameliorate the
benefits of national development. The thinking of such leaders should be grounded with sympathy
towards poor and they should keep the flock of these people together. They should show leadership
qualities to champion the cause of the poor. If cause of the poor people is championed then a stable
political system will be created in the country and growth levels will be high.
Political system of the country should be such that it provides the problems of the nation a
solution within the boundaries of the country and is able to cater to the needs of the people within the
amount of resources at hands. Thus the national political system should be such that it upholds the
sovereignty and integrity of the country. To be a sovereign state country should not bow down his
head against any nation for wants of need or put down its security under threat. To be a sovereign
state country should be ruled by its own people and not by any other nation. To uphold and maintain
the integrity of the nation the political system should work to negotiate with the dissent voice and
remind the dissent voice of its historical attachment to the country. To maintain the integrity of the
nation the dissent voice should be ameliorated with national voice and the state should endeavor to

provide this dissent voice a national accent. No caste, religion or race should be seen with negative
posture. This will lead to national integration and dissent voice will thus not rise from any corner of
the state.
Task of the political system in the country should be to provide free and fair environment in
the country. There should be no fights or insurgency in any part of the country. Effect of fights and
insurgency in general is to dampen the national spirit which affects the behavior of the society at
large. The political system should work towards preventing communal and social fights thus suppress
insurgency with strong hands. In the parts of the country which are free from communal and social
fights the political system should provide a strong social system of bondage. The political system
should provide free and fair justice to all in the fields of economy, politics and social culture. The
political system should uphold the sanctity of all individuals at large and provide recourse for their
betterment. The political system should work towards building a strong social culture on principles of
truthfulness and charity.
The governing principles of the political system should be inborn from the basic fundamentals
of the constitution or be in the spirit of preamble to the constitution of the country. The long standing
constitutional norms which are already been championed in the people should be strengthen further
with the dose of new constitutional procedures rather than making a mistake of destabilizing the long
standing constitutional procedures by way of power at large. Constitutional procedures of the past
should be revised keeping the spirit of preamble to the constitution and follow up on the directive
principles to the state policy. The perspectives of the preamble to the constitution and the directive
principles of the state policy should be the working attitude of the entire political system. The
governing basics of political system should be totally authoritative of the basic clauses in the
constitutional norms.
Political system should work towards improving the work culture in the country. For effecting
work culture the political system should channel the work culture by emphasizing hard work with
labor. When the attributes of work culture are based on hard work with labor than it is easy to realize
the terms in life and find a reasonable solution. The work culture efficiency can be improved in the
country if the political system makes close bondage between public needs and exercise of authority.
Such close bondage between public and executive will initialize easy respect to the problems thus the
political system can improve the efficiency if public problems are addressed at large. The work
culture efficiency if improved upon then it will lay the foundation of a strong political system and
higher prospects of achievements can be easily in clause. The perspective of the executives should be
revised thoroughly at all times such that an auto functioning system can be established which will
improve the efficiency of the work culture further.

The political system of the country should provide an amicable solution to the national
problems. All problems in the country should be properly addressed in high spirit such that the favor
of the people remains attached to the political system and people seek solutions of their problems
through political parties. Proper address to the national problems will gain the confidence of the
masses and true picture of societal norms will be seen.
The natural precepts of law should be followed in functioning of the political system. The
imposition of oversubscribed attitudes overrides the democratic spirit of the country and leads to
attitudes as of roughness with authoritative postures in the society. Such type of attitudes torn the
social fabric of the society and anarchy is seen at all over places.

